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.-- tourists have been codified as objects of knowledge in tourist studies, pinned 
in ordered lattices through ever finer subdivisions and more elaborate typolo- 
gies as though these might eventually form a classificatory grid in which 
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tourism could be defined and regulated. While there is necessarily a role for 
thinking of typologies, the obsession with taxonomies and "craze for classifi- I 

cation" seems often to produce lists that "represent a tradition of flatfooted 
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sociology and psychology:' which is driven by "an unhappy marriage be- 
tween marketing research and positivist ambitions of scientific labelling" 
(Lafgren 1999,267). Moreover, this seems the enlightenment encyclopedic 
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model of visualized society writ over. It seems as though when confronted by 
the elnsory and insubstantial subject of tourism the response is to 0 ever Ning Wang 
more desperately to fix it into analytical place. 

The response to this classificatory mania, this objectification of the tourist, 
does not however have to be a celebration of autonomous agency, and instead 
I am suggesting desolidifying the object. The elusory sense of fleeting pres- 
ence is what makes tourism a modem phenomena that speaks to and trains INTRODUCTION 
people in a "dwelling-in-travel" (Clifford 1989,183). It functions as 

a figure for different modes of dwelling and displacement, for trajectories and 
Tourism is a quest for experiences that are in contrast to, and sometimes an 

identities, for storytelling and theorizing in a postcolonial world of global con- 
extension or intensification of, daily experience. In this sense, tourism is a pi. 

facts. Travel: a range of practices for situating the self in a space or spaces grown of the emerging "experience economy" (Pine and Gilmore 
too large, a form both of exploration and discipline. (Clifford 1989, 177) of experiences constitutes the key to the success of tourism 

elopment. However, despite the importance of the "tourist experience," 
The implication of linking dwelling with mobility is not simply a change is still an ambiguous term. Although various constituents of the tourist 

of classifications, nor even an epistemological challenge, but an ontological h as motivations (curiosity, novelty, change, authenticity, 
shift in characterizing social action. It is in this context, then, that work on meaning, identity, self), satisfactions, feelings, and emotions, have been well 
tourism often seems to miss the potential of the phenomena it studies. As researched in psychology, anthropology, sociology, and other disciplines, the 
Sotensen notes: literature on the tourist experience as a gestalt phenomenon has still been un- 

In recent years Clifford and others have contributed to the revitalization of the derstudied. This is not to deny that there exists a small literature on the tourist 

concept of culNre by insisting on a de-tenitorialization of its propensities, experience per se (e.g., Ryan 1997). But many questions still remain unan- 
thereby allowing culNre(s) to travel. Yet it is interesting to note that, despite the swered. For example, how is the formulation of the tourist experience related 

cognation between travel and tourism, the revitalization of the concept of cul- 
ture has not been much inspired by insights from the tourism study. Allusions Itinerary is a frequently used term in the tourism industry, especially in 

and anecdotal expads apart, the revitalization has largely ignored this domain, tourist brochures, but it is rarely seen as an academic te rm.ne  reason for this 
and the theoretical and conceptual advances have not been challenged and tested situation could be simple. The itinerary is seen as too self-obvious, too sim. 
by means of the tourism phenomenon. (Sotensen 2003,864) ~ l e ,  and to0 trivial to deserve serious academic treatment. At best, it is treated 

as a component of tourism linking to tour operation (see Poynter 1993, 
This chapter has been an attempt to suggest that we need to thoroughly 13654). Such a common-sense view of the itinerary should be challenged, 

bilize both the tourist and the places in our analyses of tourism if we are er than being trivial, itineraries act as media through 
speak back to the issues raised for modem culture by social forms that are ch the tourism industry interacts with the tourist in the production and 
bounded, temporally unstable, and yet immensely influential in shaping so- sumption of the tourist experience. Itineraries shape the formulation and 
cia1 imaginaries, about which the orchestration of life in places can revolve organization of the tourist experience and become an arena in which the 
and upon which livelihoods depend. 
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